Chapter 24: World War Looms

Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. Anti-communist nationalistic party in Italy
5. Largest population targeted by the Nazis
6. Leader known as "Der Führer" who wanted German empire of "Aryans"
8. Systematic killing of a population
10. German party of extreme nationalism and racism
12. Spanish army general, Francisco
13. World War II nations that fought Germany, Italy, and Japan
14. "Man of steel" ruler of the Soviet Union
15. Acts to ban arms sales and loans to warring nations (two words)

Down
2. Policy of giving up principles to pacify an aggressor
3. Infamous complex of death camps in Poland
4. Type of government that denies individual rights
5. Country that attacked U.S. at Pearl Harbor
7. Chinese province seized by Japanese militarists
8. Segregated Jewish areas in Polish cities
9. Hitler's systematic murder of 11 million people
11. First nation invaded by Germany
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